MAKE
BREACHES
IRRELEVANT.

Overview
StrongKey makes data security simple. We provide an end-to-end, comprehensive
security platform backed by cryptographic hardware protection. With customers across the
globe and almost two decades of cryptographic key management experience under our
belt, we understand your data security needs better than anyone in the industry.

Business Solutions
COMPLIANCE
with data security & privacy
regulations

ENCRYPTION
of sensitive data

ELIMINATION OF PASSWORDS
through strong authentication

SECURE CLOUD STORAGE
without storing keys in cloud

RANSOMWARE PROTECTION
using single sign-on and key
management

DATA INTEGRITY
verified by digital signatures

What We Do
We utilize our Secure the Core process to protect the heart of your computing
infrastructure—the data. We work with you to determine security needs and solutions to
protect that data when other measures fail. Our capabilities are built upon four key pillars:

So You Can
Protect PII (personally-identifiable
information) and other important
data across industries

Eliminate passwords in web
applications—in some cases,
without modifying the application

Exceed regulatory requirements for
PCI DSS, HIPAA, GDPR, and CCPA

Protect against password phishing
attacks

Manage cryptographic keys more
securely

Utilize highest-assurance industry
authentication standards
(recommended by NIST)

Consulting Services
We specialize in custom software solutions, including designing and deploying world-class
PKIs, migrating PKI smartcards (CAC, PIV) to FIDO, and cryptographic software design and
implementation. Contact us to discuss your specific security needs.

Our Appliances
StrongKey supports enterprises and public-sector entities
around the world. Our TellaroTM appliances share the same
core cryptography and features, including:
• Enterprise Key Management System
• Single-Tenant, FIPS 140-2-Certified Hardware
Cryptoprocessor (HSM or TPM)
• SecureOS™ Security Stack

TELLARO

TELLARO

E-Series

T-Series

PHYSICAL
HARDWARE

Data center-class machine.
Manages billions of keys. Capable
of 1,000 transactions per second.

Small computer able to be installed
anywhere. Manages a hundred million
keys. Capable of 100 transactions per
second.

CUSTOMER
SIZE

Large enterprises with 500–250,000
employees (or more). Can be deployed
in hub-and-spoke clusters for
greater reach.

Mid-level businesses, remote
offices, and agencies. Also appropriate
for Enterprise proof-of-concept and
development purposes.

CUSTOMIZATION

Deployments tend to be customized,
on-site installations, and integrated
with current customer infrastructure.

Can be customized for smaller
deployments and also able to serve as
a standalone device for development
and proof-of-concepts.

APPLICATION
SUPPORT

Easy integration with your
applications and infrastructure. Protect
legacy applications without modifying
them. StrongKey-developed applications for cloud storage and secure file
sharing.

Same support as E-Series.

STRONGKEY.COM

Our Work
With our appliances, our customers overcome the fear of data breaches by eliminating the
burden of passwords, protecting data at the core, and maintaining compliance. We’re at our
best working collaboratively to address our customers’ cybersecurity challenges.
Here are a few examples:

“

The StrongKey appliance is an
exceptional product, not just
for the money, but in terms of its
performance, its flexibility, and
future-proof design. This appliance
can easily be adapted to other kinds
of information that require encryption
and protection.”
– Director of Information Technology

“

“

We engaged with StrongKey to
provide PKI services and we could not
have found a more knowledgeable,
honest, and easy to work with
partner. From a technical perspective
Arshad Noor and his team are well
versed with the PKI industry and
played a major role in delivering our
project on-time.”

StrongKey’s staff demonstrates
exemplary technical prowess
consistently, which enabled the
success of one of the most difficult
parts of PCI compliance. Their
consistent delivery combined
with a killer solution is a striking
combination, which I strongly
recommend.”
– Sr. Manager, Enterprise Architecture
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– Sr. IT Project/Program Manager,
Telecommunications Enterprise

getsecure@strongkey.com
(408) 331-2000
strongkey.com

Why StrongKey?
We focus on what matters, so you don’t have to.
Our products are designed to protect your data, even when other preventative
measures fail. As your partner in security, we focus on keeping you aware of the
latest data security technology, updating our products to be as secure as
possible, and listening to how we can better protect your data.

We are leading the way.
Our cybersecurity technology is currently protecting some of the leading
industries around the globe—ranging from health to financial services—and
multiple national central banks. We help our partners stay ahead of the curve
and confident in the security of their data.

We make it easy.
Our entire product line is designed to provide our partners with a highlyimplementable solution that doesn’t require months of technical development
or any expensive infrastructure to put in place.
Need a custom consult? We can help.
(408) 331-2000
Silicon
Valley, CA

strongkey.com
getsecure@strongkey.com

Durham, NC
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